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Summary y 
Thiss thesis presents results of fundamental investigations of energy transfer 

processess in erbium-doped crystalline and nanocrystalline silicon by optical spec-

troscopy. . 

Thee motivation for the study comes from the importance of silicon for electronic 

industry.. Available in large, high-purity crystals with convenient band gap energy 

off  approximately 1.12 eV, being easy to dope, relatively cheap and environmentally 

friendly,, crystalline silicon (c-Si) has dominated electronic technology. During the 

500 years of (silicon) device development, a steady increase of integration scale has 

beenn taking place: while the first transistors had a volume comparable to that of 

aa light bulb, a contemporary integrated circuit of a nail size contains millions of 

individuall  elements. According to the Moore law, the number of transistors per 

areaa of an integrated circuit doubles every couple of years, and this continuous 

progresss forms a true backbone of today's "information society ". However, it is 

generallyy expected that within this decade further increase of the integration scale 

wil ll  encounter fundamental limits, which cannot be overcome by engineering. A 

possiblee solution may be sought in changing from electronics to "photonics", with 

photonss and not electrons as information carriers. This photonic alternative and 

aa possibility to integrate electronic and photonic components in a single chip, 

providess major motivation for investigations of optical properties of silicon. In 

generall  due to the indirect nature of its band gap, silicon is not considered to be a 

suitablee material for optoelectronic and photonic applications. In order to enhance 

efficiencyy of radiative recombinations and thus improve optical properties, several 

approachess are vigorously pursued. Among these, band gap engineering in micro-

andd nanostructures and optical doping with rare earth ions appear as the most 

promisingg ones. Results pertinent to both approaches are presented in this thesis. 

Specificc aspects of optical doping of c-Si with Er3+ ions are explored in Chapters 3-

7.. The interest in doping with Er comes from applications in telecommunications, 

sincee the 1.54 //m emission wavelength, due to the 4/i3/2 —  4/is/2 transition of 

Er3++ ion, falls in the region of minimum losses for optical fiber. The last section 

(Chapterr 8) is devoted to Si nanocrystals in Er-doped silicon dioxide. 

Inn Chapter 1, an introduction to recombination processes in c-Si is given, with 

emphasiss on photon emission from optical dopants. In particular, motivation for 

investigationn of energy transfer processes relevant to excitation and de-excitation 

processess of the rare-earth ion Er3+ in silicon matrix is presented. 



Chapterr 2 describes experimental techniques used in this work. Steady state 

andd time-resolved photoluminescence and photoluminescence excitation spectros-

copyy are briefly outlined. Some more attention is given to the two-color spec-

troscopyy performed at the Dutch free electron laser facility FELIX in Nieuwegein. 

Thiss novel approach widely used in the investigations presented in this thesis gives 

uniquee insights into the physics of energy transfers. 

Chapterr 3 presents general concept of excitation process of Er in crystalline 

andd amorphous Si under optical pumping and discusses physical meaning of the 

Augerr excitation coefficient. Participation of free excitons and excitons bound 

att an Er-related level in the excitation process is considered. Auger excitation 

crosss section is found to be independent of the excitation mechanism, and defined 

roughlyy by the ratio of the matrix absorption coefficient to the concentration of 

opticallyy active Er3+ ions. It is argued that these conclusions are also valid for 

otherr rare earths ions when used as optical dopants. 

Inn Chapter 4, the afterglow effect of slowly decaying Er emission is identified 

inn c-Si:Er at low temperatures under Nd:YAG pulsed excitation. The afterglow 

iss found to be related to the earlier reported mid infrared-induced Er photolumi-

nescencee enhancement. A microscopic mechanism, involving thermalization and 

subsequentt recombination (at an Er-related level) of non-equilibrium carriers, is 

proposedd as the mechanism responsible for the slow emission. The non-equilibrium 

carriers,, generated by the initial Nd:YAG laser pulse, are released from shallow7 

trapss upon illumination with a free electron laser. The proposed mechanism is 

confirmedd by temporal and spectral analysis of the emission. 

Inn Chapter 5, the results from Chapter 4 are discussed in terms of an optical 

memoryy effect. It is argued, that information can be stored ("written") in a Si:Er 

elementt by a laser pulse capable of band-to-band excitation, and then retrieved 

("read")) with a laser with photon energy below that of the band gap. The opti-

call  "writing"process of information storage is much faster than the thermal one. 

Possiblee application of this effect for development of all-optical all-silicon memory 

elementss for photonic circuits is mentioned. 

Chapterr 6 presents a microscopic model of excitation mechanism responsible for 

thee afterglow and the mid infrared-induced enhancement of Er photoluminescence. 

I tt is shown that although recombination of an electron-hole pair is necessary for 

Err excitation, both phenomena are effectively governed by availability of one type 

off  carriers only. These are identified as free holes, which appear in the band due to 

ionizationn of shallow acceptor traps. The microscopic model involves population 

off  shallow acceptor traps during the initial band-to-band laser pulse, and a two-



stepp excitation, where electrons localized at an Er-related level recombine {on an 

arbitraryy time scale) with holes released from the traps. This process is distinctly 

differentt from the excitonic mechanism, discussed in Chapter 3. Implication of 

thesee findings for development of thermally stable electrically driven light emitting 

devicess based on c-Si:Er are explored. 

Chapterr 7 reports on de-excitation of Er3+ ions in Si induced by illumination 

withh a free electron laser. The effect is interpreted as an Auger energy transfer 

betweenn excited Er3+ ions and free holes generated by optical ionization of shallow 

acceptorr traps by a mid-infrared radiation. The efficiency of this PL quenching 

mechanismm is shown to depend on concentrations of excited Er ions and traps pop-

ulatedd at the moment when the free electron laser pulse is applied. The proposed 

processs complements the description of energy transfers in Er-doped crystalline 

siliconn under optical pumping. The microscopic model of energy transfers in c-

Si:Er,, as developed in previous chapters, is now extended to include an additional 

de-excitationn term describing the newly identified process. 

Finally,, driven by the recent interest in nanocrystalline silicon for optical am-

plification,, Chapter 8 explores the role of silicon nanocrystals (Si nc's) as efficiënt 

sensitizerss of Er luminescence in Si02 matrix. By careful comparison of results 

obtainedd using resonant and non-resonant pulsed pumping, two different excita-

tionn paths of Er3+ ions in SiC>2 doped with Si nc's are separated and identified. 

Thee first one proceeds by the direct absorption of incoming photons by Er3+ ions 

andd is characterized by low excitation cross-section. The second one involves pho-

tonn absorption in Si nc's and subsequent energy transfer to Er3+ ions. While 

thee second process is indeed very efficient (resulting in approximately 104 higher 

excitationn cross section), the measurements show that only 0.2% of the total Er 

concentrationn available in the investigated sample can be excited by this channel. 

Moreover,, upon introduction of nanocrystals, a large fraction (66%) of the total 

Err concentration loses optical activity and does not contribute to the luminescence 

regardlesss of the excitation mode. These results show that careful optimization 

iss necessary in order to take advantage of the sensitization effect of Si nc's on 

emissionn of Er in SiCv 




